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Machining Technology: Machine Tools and OperationsCRC Press, 2008
Offering complete coverage of the technologies, machine tools, and operations of a wide range of machining processes, Machining Technology presents the fundamental principles of machining and examines traditional and nontraditional machining methods. After a brief historical overview, the book explores design considerations and...
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Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Theory & Applications using MATLABCRC Press, 2010

	Offering a wide range of programming examples implemented in MATLAB®, Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Theory and Applications Using MATLAB® presents theoretical concepts and a general framework for computational intelligence (CI) approaches, including artificial neural networks, fuzzy...
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Peer-to-Peer Computing: Applications, Architecture, Protocols, and ChallengesCRC Press, 2011


	Peer-to-peer computing, at least on a conceptual level, is a genuine paradigm

	shift—intelligence is at the edge, computing is completely decentralized, and

	the network is just there to knit the distributed intelligence together. Indeed,

	with advancements in hardware technology, proliferation of the open source

	development...
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Nanotechnology for Cancer TherapyCRC Press, 2006

	While simultaneous breakthroughs occurring in molecular biology and nanoscience/technology will ultimately revolutionize all of medicine, it is with our efforts to prevent, diagnose, and treat cancer that many of the most dramatic advances will occur. In support of this potential, the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) established the...
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Oxidative Stress and Inflammatory Mechanisms in Obesity, Diabetes, and the Metabolic Syndrome (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2007

	Characterized by obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension, metabolic syndrome is associated with the risks of type 2 diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease. Obesity, which increases the incidence of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease and subsequently leads to increased stress and inflammation, appears to play a...
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CRC Handbook Chemistry and Physics, 85th EditionCRC Press, 2004
"This famous handbook continues to provide current, critically evaluated chemical and physical data in a one-volume format. A goldmine of information … . "   - JACS, Vol. 127, No. 12, 2005       " While I keep the massive recent editions in my study, I keep my original one, the 23rd edition, on my bedside table, for it is easy...
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Pediatric Endocrinology: Growth, Adrenal, Sexual, Thyroid, Calcium, and Fluid Balance Disorders (CLINICAL PEDIATRICS) (Volume 2)CRC Press, 2006

	Celebrating more than twenty years as the single best source in the field, this Fifth Edition has now expanded into two cornerstone volumes with 53 fully inclusive chapters and 73 renowned contributors that comprehensively address every topic and trend relevant to the identification, diagnosis, and management of endocrine and...
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Cloud Computing Security: Foundations and ChallengesCRC Press, 2016

	This handbook offers a comprehensive overview of cloud computing security technology and implementation, while exploring practical solutions to a wide range of cloud computing security issues. With more organizations using cloud computing and cloud providers for data operations, proper security in these and other potentially vulnerable areas...
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Ergonomics for Beginners: A Quick Reference Guide, Third EditionCRC Press, 2008
Revised Contents Addresses Rapid Developments
Loaded with information on the design of work systems, workplaces, and workstations as well as human anthropometics, Ergonomics for Beginners: A Quick Reference Guide, Third Edition provides a useful quick reference and valuable tool for novices and experienced...
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Biological Data Mining (Chapman & Hall/Crc Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2009
Like a data-guzzling turbo engine, advanced data mining has been powering post-genome biological studies for two decades. Reflecting this growth, Biological Data Mining presents comprehensive data mining concepts, theories, and applications in current biological and medical research. Each chapter is written by a distinguished...
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Fenaroli's Handbook of Flavor Ingredients, Sixth EditionCRC Press, 2009

	The Industry Standard for 38 Years


	Since publication of the first edition in 1971, Fenaroli’s Handbook of Flavor Ingredients has remained the standard reference for flavor ingredients throughout the world. Each subsequent edition has listed more flavor ingredients and allied...
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Food Intolerance and the Food IndustryCRC Press, 2000

	(Woodhead Publishing Limited) Provides an authoritative guide to they key issues in dealing with food intolerance within the food industry. Text explains key terminology and the mechanisms of food intolerance, key issues for those trying to minimize the amount of allergens in food, current labeling requirements and international sources of...
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